
BOARD OF APPEALS 

August 16, 2023 

County Administration Building, 100 W. Washington St., Meeting Room 2000, Hagerstown, at 6:00 p.m. 

AGENDA 

AP2023-034: An appeal was filed by LeRoy Myers for a variance from the required 75 ft. side and rear yard setback to 25 
ft. for future development of the property owned by MBVT LLC and located at 10318 Grumbacker Lane, Williamsport, 
Zoned Planned Industrial. - GRATNED 

AP2023-035: An appeal was filed by Jasmie Campbell for a special exception to establish the professional office for a 
tutoring business on the property owned by DHINGI LLC and located at 19426 Leitersburg Pike, Hagerstown, Zoned 
Residential Urban.  - GRANTED 

AP2023-036: An appeal was filed by Verizon for a special exception to establish a commercial communication tower and 
a variance from the minimum setback of the distance equaling the total height of the tower (155 ft.) & equipment plus 200 
ft. for a total setback of 355 ft. from the Rural Village district to 139 ft. 9 in. for the western boundary for the proposed 
tower on property owned by Robert & Marvina Veil Jr. and located at 21536 Leitersburg Smithburg Road, Smithsburg, 
Zoned Rural Village and Agricultural Rural.-POSTPONED TO THE SEPTEMBER 13 HEARING. 

AP2023-037: An appeal was filed by Foxshire Plaza Residential LLC for a variance to convert two-family dwelling into 
semi-detached dwellings for future subdivision. Variance for 2209 Beverly Drive: lot size requirement of 5,000 sq. ft. for 
a semi-detached dwelling to 4,037 sq. ft. on property owned by the appellant and located at 2207 & 2209 Beverly Drive, 
Hagerstown, Zoned Residential Urban.  - GRANTED

AP2023-038: An appeal was filed by John McKenna for a special exception to expand the previously approved resident 
business JMAC firearms LLC to include inventory on property owned by the appellant and located at 19920 Alva Court 
Keedysville, Zoned Preservation.  - GRANTED

****************************************************************************** 

Pursuant to the Maryland Open Meetings Law, notice is hereby given that the deliberations of the Board of Zoning 
Appeals are open to the public.  Furthermore, the Board, at its discretion, may render a decision as to some or all of the 
cases at the hearing described above or at a subsequent hearing, the date and time of which will be announced prior to the 
conclusion of the public hearing. Individuals requiring special accommodations are requested to contact Katie Rathvon at 
240-313-2464 Voice, 240-313-2130 Voice/TDD no later than August 7, 2023.  Any person desiring a stenographic
transcript shall be responsible for supplying a competent stenographer.

The Board of Appeals reserves the right to vary the order in which the cases are called.  Please take note of the Amended 
Rules of Procedure (Adopted July 5, 2006), Public Hearing, Section 4(d) which states: 

Applicants shall have ten (10) minutes in which to present their request and may, upon request to and permission of the 
Board, receive an additional twenty (20) minutes for their presentation.  Following the Applicant’s case in chief, other 
individuals may receive three (3) minutes to testify, except in the circumstance where an individual is representing a 
group, in which case said individual shall be given eight (8) minutes to testify. 



Those Applicants requesting the additional twenty (20) minutes shall have their case automatically moved to the end of 
the docket. 

For extraordinary cause, the Board may extend any time period set forth herein, or otherwise modify or suspend these 
Rules, to uphold the spirit of the Ordinance and to do substantial justice. 

Jay Miller, Chairman 

Board of Zoning Appeals 
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF APPEALS  

 FOR WASHINGTON COUNTY ,  MARYLAND  

      * 

LEROY MYERS     *  Appeal No.:  AP2023-034  

  Appellant    *  

      *  

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  

OPINION  

Leroy Myers (hereinafter “Appellant”) requests a variance to reduce the required 

side yard setback from 75 feet to 25 feet and the required rear yard setback from 75 feet 

to 25 feet for future development at the subject property.  The subject property is located 

at 10318 Grumbacker Lane, Williamsport, Maryland and is zoned Planned Industrial.  

The Board held a public hearing in this matter on August 16, 2023.  

This appeal was heard pursuant to Article 25 of the Zoning Ordinance for 

Washington County and upon proper notice to the parties and general public as required.   

Findings of Fact 

Based upon the testimony given, all information and evidence presented, and 

upon a study of the specific property involved and the neighborhood in which it is 

located, the Board makes the following findings of fact: 

1. MBVT, LLC is the owner of the subject property located at10318 

Grumbacker Lane, Williamsport, Maryland.  The subject property is zoned Planned 

Industrial. 

2. Appellant is the contract purchaser of the subject property and authorized 

by the owner to pursue this appeal. 

3. The subject property consists of a long, narrow lot which is bound on 2 sides 

by industrial uses, namely an engine repair and office space and a steel distributor.  It is 

also bounded to the north by Industrial Lane, resulting in two front yards. 
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4. Appellant proposes to develop an office and warehouse flex building on

the subject property.  The building would run the length of the lot and would be located 

as far west and south as possible to allow for truck traffic. 

5. Several adjacent properties have obtained variance relief in the past to

reduce side and rear yard setbacks. 

6. The side yard and rear yard setbacks are both 75 feet for the subject

property. 

7. The proposes use is similar to those uses found along Governor Lane

Boulevard. 

8. There was no opposition presented to this appeal.

Rationale 

The Board has authority to grant a variance upon a showing of practical difficulty 

or undue hardship. §§ 25.2(c) and 25.56.1 “Practical Difficulty” may be found by the Board 

when: (1) strict compliance would unreasonably prevent the use of the property for a 

permitted purpose or render conformance unnecessarily burdensome; and (2) denying 

the variance would do substantial injustice to the applicant and a lesser relaxation than 

that applied for would not give substantial relief; and (3) granting the variance would 

observe the spirit of the Ordinance and secure public safety and welfare. § 25.56(A).   

Practical difficulty and undue hardship are the result of a property being unique.  

“’Uniqueness’ of a property for zoning purposes requires that the subject property have 

an inherent characteristic not shared by other properties in the area, i.e., its shape, 

topography, subsurface condition, environmental factors, historical significance, access 

or non-access to navigable waters, practical restrictions imposed by abutting properties 

(such as obstructions) or other similar restrictions.” North v. St. Mary's Cnty., 99 Md. App. 

1 “When the terms unnecessary hardship (or one of its synonyms) and practical difficulties are framed 

in the disjunctive (“or”), Maryland courts generally have applied the more restrictive hardship standard to 

use variances, while applying the less restrictive practical difficulties standard to area variances because 

use variances are viewed as more drastic departures from zoning requirements.” Belvoir Farms Homeowners 

Ass'n, Inc. v. North, 355 Md. 259, 276 n.10 (1999) (citations omitted). 
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502, 514 (1994).) 

  In the instate case, the subject property is unique based on the long, narrow shape 

and significant setback requirements.  The result is a significantly small building 

envelope given the applicable zoning for the property.  The result is a practical difficulty 

that complicates development of the property for reasonable uses permitted under the 

Zoning Ordinance.   

 Appellant’s plan to push the proposed building back away from the roadway 

serves two purposes.  First, it allows for a larger parking lot area so that trucks and 

equipment can maneuver.  Second, it increases the building envelope to reasonable 

dimensions and eliminates negative space between the adjacent properties.  The Board 

considers these to be improvements to the operation of the property which observe the 

spirit of the Ordinance and further secure public safety and welfare.  The request is the 

minimum necessary to afford relief and is consistent with relief that has been granted 

previously for adjacent properties.  The variance relief will not confer any special benefit 

upon Appellants and is necessary to facilitate the use of the property in an appropriate 

manner.  The Board finds that Appellant has satisfied the criteria for a variance based on 

practical difficulty and the relief should be granted. 

 Accordingly, the variance request to reduce the required side yard setback from 

75 feet to 25 feet and the required rear yard setback from 75 feet to 25 feet at the subject 

property is GRANTED, by a vote of 5-0.  Said variance requests are granted upon the 

condition that the proposed use be consistent with the testimony and evidence presented 

herein.      

BOARD OF APPEALS  

  By: Jay Miller, Chair 

Date Issued: September 15, 2023 

 
Notice of Appeal Rights 

Any party aggrieved by a final order of the Authority in a contested case, whether such decision is affirmative or 

negative in form, is entitled to file a petition for judicial review of that order to the Circuit Court for Washington County 

within thirty (30) days of the date of the order. 
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF APPEALS  

FOR WASHINGTON COUNTY ,  MARYLAND  

* 

JASMIE CAMPBELL  * Appeal No.:  AP2023-035

Appellant  *  

*  * *  * *  * *  * *  * *  * *  

OPINION  

Jasmie Campbell (hereinafter “Appellant”) requests a special exception to establish 

a professional office for a tutoring business at the subject property.   The subject property 

is located at 19426 Leitersburg Pike, Hagerstown, Maryland and is zoned Residential, 

Urban.  The Board held a public hearing on the matter on August 16, 2023. 

Findings of Fact 

Based upon the testimony given, all information and evidence presented, and 

upon a study of the specific property involved and the neighborhood in which it is 

located, the Board makes the following findings of fact: 

1. DHINGI, LLC owns the subject property located at 19426 Leitersburg Pike,

Hagerstown, Maryland.  The property is zoned Residential, Urban. 

2. The subject property is currently used or was last used as a medical/dental

clinic. 

3. Appellant works full time for NIH, but started her tutoring business,

Prestige Academic Prep in 2020 as an after-hours, part-time service. 

4. Appellant proposes to locate her tutoring business at the subject property.

The business would be open Monday through Thursday in the evening hours, typically 

when other businesses are closed. 

5. Appellant’s tutoring business would provide individual, one-to-one

tutoring services on an appointment basis. 
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6. Appellant chose the subject property based on its location in close 

proximity to many schools and its accessibility for clients. 

7. Appellant plans to have signage that will identify the business. 

8. There was no opposition presented to this appeal. 

Rationale 

 The Board has authority to grant a special exception pursuant to Section 25.2(b) of 

the Zoning Ordinance for Washington County, Maryland. A special exception is defined 

as “a grant of a specific use that would not be appropriate generally or without restriction; 

and shall be based upon a finding that the use conforms to the plan and is compatible 

with the existing neighborhood.” Article 28A.   In addition, Section 25.6 sets forth the 

limitations, guides, and standards in exercise of the board’s duties and provides:   

 

 Where in these regulations certain powers are conferred upon the Board or the 

approval of the Board is required before a permit may be issued, or the Board is called 

upon to decide certain issues, the Board shall study the specific property involved, as well 

as the neighborhood, and consider all testimony and data submitted, and shall hear any 

person desiring to speak for or against the issuance of the permit.  However, the 

application for a permit shall not be approved where the Board finds the proposed 

building, addition, extension of building or use, sign, use or change of use would adversely 

affect the public health, safety, security, morals or general welfare, or would result in 

dangerous traffic conditions, or would jeopardize the lives or property of people living in 

the neighborhood.  In deciding such matters, the Board shall consider any other 

information germane to the case and shall give consideration to the following, as 

applicable: 

 

(a)  The number of people residing or working in the immediate area concerned. 

(b)  The orderly growth of a community. 

(c)  Traffic conditions and facilities 

(d)  The effect of such use upon the peaceful enjoyment of people in their homes. 

(e) The conservation of property values. 

(f) The effect of odors, dust, gas, smoke, fumes, vibrations, glare and noise upon 

the use of surrounding property values. 

(g) The most appropriate use of the land and structure. 

(h) Decision of the courts. 

(i) The purpose of these regulations as set forth herein. 

(j) Type and kind of structures in the vicinity where public gatherings may be 

held, such as schools, churches, and the like. 
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The Board finds no cause for concern with respect to the number of people residing or 

working in the area, traffic conditions, nearby public gatherings or the conservation of 

property values.  The proposed project involves locating a business in a location that 

previously housed medical/dental clinic.  Based on Appellant’s testimony and 

anticipated hours, the proposed use will create far less traffic to and from the building 

and the peak times will be during hours when other businesses are not open.  It is unlikely 

such a project would have any impact on roads, traffic, the neighboring properties and/or 

businesses, and public gatherings.  Aside from new signage identifying the business, the 

Board finds it is likely there would be no discernable impact to operating Appellant’s 

business at the subject property.  The Board finds that the proposed use at the subject 

property will have no greater “adverse effects above and beyond those inherently 

associated with such a special exception use irrespective of its location within the zone.” 

Schultz v. Pritts, 291 Md. 1, 15 (1981).    For all these reasons, we conclude that this appeal 

meets the criteria for a special exception and therefore should be denied.   

Accordingly, the request for a special exception to establish a professional office 

for a tutoring business at the subject property is hereby GRANTED, by a vote of 5 to 0. 

  

  BOARD OF APPEALS  

 

  By: Jay Miller, Chair  

 

Date Issued: September 15, 2023 

 

Notice of Appeal Rights 

  

Any party aggrieved by a final order of the Authority in a contested case, whether such decision is 

affirmative or negative in form, is entitled to file a petition for judicial review of that order to the Circuit 

Court for Washington County within thirty (30) days of the date of the order. 
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF APPEALS  

 FOR WASHINGTON COUNTY ,  MARYLAND  

       * 

FOXSHIRE PLAZA RESIDENTIAL ,  LLC  *  Appeal No.:  AP2023-037  

 Appellant      *  

       *  

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  

OPINION  

Foxshire Plaza Residential, LLC (hereinafter “Appellant”) requests a variance to 

convert a two-family dwelling to a semi-detached dwelling for future subdivision and a 

variance for 2209 Beverly Drive to reduce required lot size from 5,000 square feet to 4,037 

square feet at the subject property.   The subject property is located at 2207 and 2209 

Beverly Drive, Hagerstown, Maryland and is zoned Residential, Urban.  The Board held 

a public hearing on the matter on August 16, 2023. 

Findings of Fact 

Based upon the testimony given, all information and evidence presented, and 

upon a study of the specific property involved and the neighborhood in which it is 

located, the Board makes the following findings of fact: 

1. Appellant owns the subject property located at 2207 and 2209 Beverly 

Drive, Hagerstown, Maryland.  The property is zoned Residential, Urban.  

2. The subject property consists of approximately 10,579 square feet with a 

large two-family dwelling and a parking area for multiple vehicles in front, closest to the 

roadway. 

3. Appellant proposes to subdivide the property along the party wall between 

the two dwelling units, making it a semi-detached dwelling.  There would be no change 
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to the appearance of the property and no additions or modifications are planned. 

4. The resulting subdivision would create a lot for 2209 Beverly drive that 

would be approximately 4,037 square feet and a lot for 2207 Beverly Drive that would be 

approximately 6,542 square feet. 

5. Pursuant to the Zoning Ordinance, semi-detached dwellings are required 

to have a lot size of 10,000 square feet. 

6. Appellant has a pending purchase contract on one-half of the building, 

subject to approval of the variance relief and subdivision. 

7. Some of the neighboring property owners have concerns about the number 

of people living in the building and double parking of cars which affects traffic on Beverly 

Drive. 

 

Rationale 

 The Board has authority to grant a variance upon a showing of practical difficulty 

or undue hardship. §§ 25.2(c) and 25.56.1 “Practical Difficulty” may be found by the Board 

when: (1) strict compliance would unreasonably prevent the use of the property for a 

permitted purpose or render conformance unnecessarily burdensome; and (2) denying 

the variance would do substantial injustice to the applicant and a lesser relaxation than 

that applied for would not give substantial relief; and (3) granting the variance would 

observe the spirit of the Ordinance and secure public safety and welfare. § 25.56(A).    

 Practical difficulty and undue hardship are the result of a property being unique.  

“’Uniqueness’ of a property for zoning purposes requires that the subject property have 

 
1 “When the terms unnecessary hardship (or one of its synonyms) and practical difficulties are framed 

in the disjunctive (“or”), Maryland courts generally have applied the more restrictive hardship standard to 

use variances, while applying the less restrictive practical difficulties standard to area variances because 

use variances are viewed as more drastic departures from zoning requirements.” Belvoir Farms Homeowners 

Ass'n, Inc. v. North, 355 Md. 259, 276 n.10 (1999) (citations omitted). 
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an inherent characteristic not shared by other properties in the area, i.e., its shape, 

topography, subsurface condition, environmental factors, historical significance, access 

or non-access to navigable waters, practical restrictions imposed by abutting properties 

(such as obstructions) or other similar restrictions.” North v. St. Mary's Cnty., 99 Md. App. 

502, 514 (1994).) 

  In the instate case, the majority of the buildable area of the subject property is 

occupied by the existing building.  Based on the testimony, it was originally constructed 

with the idea of being a multi-unit residential building.  However, it has been limited to 

two-family dwelling.  Appellant is attempting to improve the marketability of the 

property by subdividing into separate units for sale. 

 The Board acknowledges the concerns raised by the opposition at the hearing as 

well.  Various members of the small community along Beverly Drive expressed legitimate 

concern about changing the nature of the property.  There were concerns raised about the 

possibility of one-half becoming a rental property, in addition to the concerns for parking, 

the number of residents and the storage of junk and materials on the property.  To the 

extent these issues have persisted at the subject property, they are problems that clearly 

have an impact on the neighbors.  However, the Board views Appellant’s propose plan 

as an opportunity to alleviate some of those concerns and exert more control over use of 

the property. 

 Given the odd shape of the property and manner in which the setback 

requirements create specific buildable area that cannot be modified, the property does 

present with difficulties.  Without some type of variance relief, there would be no way to 

expand the existing building, or construction additional buildings to enhance market 

value.  In terms of lot size, the subdivision dictates the size of the lots because of the 

location of the building on the property.  The only appropriate subdivision line is along 
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the party wall of the building, leaving one lot larger than the other by necessity.  The 

Board finds that these conditions constitute practical difficulty that complicates 

reasonable use and reasonable return from the property.    The Board further finds that 

Appellant has satisfied the criteria for a variance based on practical difficulty and the 

relief should be granted. 

Accordingly, the variance to convert a two-family dwelling to a semi-detached 

dwelling for future subdivision and the variance for 2209 Beverly Drive to reduce 

required lot size from 5,000 square feet to 4,037 square feet at the subject property are 

GRANTED, by a vote of 5-0.  Said variance requests are granted upon the condition that 

the proposed use be consistent with the testimony and evidence presented herein.   

     

  BOARD OF APPEALS  

 

  By: Jay Miller, Chair  

 

Date Issued: September 15, 2023 

 

Notice of Appeal Rights 

  

Any party aggrieved by a final order of the Authority in a contested case, whether such decision is 

affirmative or negative in form, is entitled to file a petition for judicial review of that order to the Circuit 

Court for Washington County within thirty (30) days of the date of the order. 
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF APPEALS  

FOR WASHINGTON COUNTY ,  MARYLAND  

* 

JOHN MCKENNA  * Appeal No.:  AP2023-038

Appellant  *  

*  * *  * *  * *  * *  * *  * *  

OPINION  

John McKenna (hereinafter “Appellant”) requests a special exception to expand the 

resident business JMAC Firearms, LLC to include inventory at the subject property.   

The subject property is located at 19920 Alva Court, Keedysville, Maryland and is zoned 

Preservation.  The Board held a public hearing on the matter on August 16, 2023. 

Findings of Fact 

Based upon the testimony given, all information and evidence presented, and 

upon a study of the specific property involved and the neighborhood in which it is 

located, the Board makes the following findings of fact: 

1. Appellant and his wife are the owners of the subject property located at 

19920 Alva Court, Keedysville, Maryland.  The property is zoned Preservation. 

2. Appellant operates JMAC Firearms, LLC at the subject property.

3. On July 28, 2016, Appellant was granted a special exception for his business,

which included the sale of firearms and application of a protective coating on firearms.  

At the time, Appellant confirmed that no inventory would be maintained on the property. 

4. Appellant contracts with various law enforcement and government

agencies to deliver large orders but is acting primarily as a broker. 

5. Appellant maintains two gun safes, one for business and one for personal

use.  For purposes of the business, guns may be temporarily stored in the safe before 

being shipped or delivered to a customer. 
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6. Appellant reported that he had 16 guns that were related to his government

contracts and could not be sold to the public by law.  He also reported having 4 handguns 

that were not for sale to the public, but legally could be sold. 

7. During a recent ATF compliance audit, Appellant was informed that any

guns being stored at the property for the business were to be considered inventory.  In 

addition, any accessories that are ordered for a customer but come to the subject property 

would also be considered inventory. 

8. As a result of the ATF audit, Appellant was directed to seek permission to

maintain inventory so that he was in compliance with his license requirements. 

9. Appellant had no plan to change the business model or to start maintaining

on-hand inventory for sale to the public. 

10. There was no opposition presented to this appeal.

Rationale 

The Board has authority to grant a special exception pursuant to Section 25.2(b) of 

the Zoning Ordinance for Washington County, Maryland. A special exception is defined 

as “a grant of a specific use that would not be appropriate generally or without restriction; 

and shall be based upon a finding that the use conforms to the plan and is compatible 

with the existing neighborhood.” Article 28A.   In addition, Section 25.6 sets forth the 

limitations, guides, and standards in exercise of the board’s duties and provides:   

Where in these regulations certain powers are conferred upon the Board or the 

approval of the Board is required before a permit may be issued, or the Board is called 

upon to decide certain issues, the Board shall study the specific property involved, as well 

as the neighborhood, and consider all testimony and data submitted, and shall hear any 

person desiring to speak for or against the issuance of the permit.  However, the 

application for a permit shall not be approved where the Board finds the proposed 

building, addition, extension of building or use, sign, use or change of use would adversely 

affect the public health, safety, security, morals or general welfare, or would result in 

dangerous traffic conditions, or would jeopardize the lives or property of people living in 

the neighborhood.  In deciding such matters, the Board shall consider any other 
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information germane to the case and shall give consideration to the following, as 

applicable: 

(a) The number of people residing or working in the immediate area concerned.

(b) The orderly growth of a community.

(c) Traffic conditions and facilities

(d) The effect of such use upon the peaceful enjoyment of people in their homes.

(e) The conservation of property values.

(f) The effect of odors, dust, gas, smoke, fumes, vibrations, glare and noise upon

the use of surrounding property values.

(g) The most appropriate use of the land and structure.

(h) Decision of the courts.

(i) The purpose of these regulations as set forth herein.

(j) Type and kind of structures in the vicinity where public gatherings may be

held, such as schools, churches, and the like.

The Board notes that this is merely an expansion of already approved special exception 

use at the subject property.  It is noteworthy that although the original case brought 

opposition from the neighbors, this request had no opposition at the hearing. 

Based on Appellant’s testimony, he operates a responsible and law-abiding gun 

business at the subject property.  He has appropriate security measures in place and is 

consistently in compliance with all rules and regulations applicable to the business.  The 

request herein is borne out of a need to affirm what has already been occurring at the 

property so that the ATF is satisfied that it is approved.  While Appellant has not 

considered the firearms being stored to be inventory, the ATF has expanded the 

definition of inventory to include any guns being stored, not just those offered for sale to 

the public.  Appellant testified that he has no intention of changing his business model to 

keep an active inventory.  He seeks approval of the inventory component only to comply 

with his license requirements. 

The Board finds no cause for concern with respect to the number of people residing 

or working in the area, traffic conditions, nearby public gatherings or the conservation of 

property values.  The proposed expansion will not change the outward appearance or 

effect of the business.  As such, it is highly unlikely such an expansion would have any 
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impact on roads, traffic, the neighboring properties and/or businesses, and public 

gatherings.  The Board finds that the proposed use at the subject property will have no 

greater “adverse effects above and beyond those inherently associated with such a special 

exception use irrespective of its location within the zone.” Schultz v. Pritts, 291 Md. 1, 15 

(1981).    For all these reasons, we conclude that this appeal meets the criteria for a special 

exception and therefore should be denied.   

Accordingly, the request for a special exception to expand the resident business 

JMAC Firearms, LLC to include inventory at the subject property is hereby GRANTED, 

by a vote of 5 to 0. 

BOARD OF APPEALS  

By: Jay Miller, Chair 

Date Issued: September 15, 2023 

Notice of Appeal Rights 

Any party aggrieved by a final order of the Authority in a contested case, whether such decision is 

affirmative or negative in form, is entitled to file a petition for judicial review of that order to the Circuit 

Court for Washington County within thirty (30) days of the date of the order. 




